
 

 
 
 

Ski tour Brennkogel, 3.018 m 
 

Three possible routes. 

Highlight: spring classic with a view of the Großglockner 

Tour time: May, June (only with stable firn!) 

 
Details of the tours: 
 
Route 1: Elendboden-Brennkogel 

 

Difference in altitude: 800 hm 

Walking time: 2 hours  

Starting point: Glocknerstraße, Elendboden 200m after the Mittertörl tunnel  

Ascent: By car to the Elendboden parking lot. Ascent in a southwesterly direction to the 
Brennkogelscharte, continue in a westerly direction to cross the slope and now ascend 
in a northerly direction to the Scharte and then via the west ridge to the summit. 

Descent: descent as ascent or, as an alternative, descent in a southerly direction to the 
Guttal (Großglocknerstraße). However, the same route must be ascended again to the 
Brennkogelscharte or cab back to the Elendboden parking lot. 

 

  



 

Route 2: Brennkogel circuit 

 

Difference in altitude: 1.100 hm 

Walking time: 3-4 hours 

Starting point: Glocknerstraße, parking lot Fuscher Törl 2 

Approach: By car to the parking lot Fuscher Törl 2 

Ascent: First short descent (without skins) southwestward into the enormous basin of 
the Brennkogelkeese, further flat to the steepening in the basin end, westward steeply 
on a ridge and southward to the summit. Descent to the southeast into the basin of 
the Guttalkees. Ascent southeastward to a wide ridge and then northward always 
keeping slightly to the right to the highest point, short descent to the saddle and then 
ascent via the west ridge to the summit. 

Descent: as for route 1 

 

 

Route 3: Guttal-Brennkogel 

 

Difference in altitude: 1.100 hm 

Walking time: 3 hours 

Starting point: Glocknerstraße, Guttal-Ankehre parking lot 

Ascent: At the Ankehr bridge, head north along an alpine path. In a few minutes at the 
level of the opposite alpine pasture, diagonally right uphill to the Bretterböden. From 
here you already have the Brennkogel in front of you. Continue to the saddle to the left 
of the Brennkogel and then over the west ridge to the summit. 

Descent: as ascent.  

 

 

 
Weather info: Find out about the weather situation in the touring area 

before each tour, e.g. at www.wetter.orf.at or www.zamg.at 
 

Avalanche information: Before each tour, find out about the current avalanche 
situation in the touring area, e.g. at www.lawine.salzburg.at. 

In any case, avoid ski tours when there is a warning for avalanche danger. 
 

The use of this tour description is at your own risk. A liability for any accidents 
and damages is not assumed for any legal reason. 

 

http://www.wetter.orf.at/
http://www.zamg.at/
http://www.lawine.salzburg.at/

